Transfer of PWDAT schools to DCAT
Questions and Answers
What will this mean for my child’s education?
A larger Trust will provide greater opportunities for school staff to work together to share effective
practices so that we can continue to improve teaching and learning in all schools. But you and your
child are unlikely to see any difference day-to-day. Schools will still have the same name, the same
uniform, the same leaders and staff – and most importantly the same children.
Who will appoint local governing bodies?
Local governing bodies will continue to reflect the character of the school. They will include elected
parents, an elected member of staff and the headteacher. Other governors will be appointed by
the trustees in partnership with each local governing body and with the Diocese and will continue
to involve members of the local community, whilst ensuring an appropriate range of skills.
Why do we need to change at all?
We are choosing to make this change because we believe a larger Trust provides more
opportunities for school improvement and collaboration. The Government believes that larger
academy trusts can be more effective and cost effective, and we can see how this transfer will
result in improved support for schools and therefore for children.
How will DCAT work differently from PWDAT? Will this really make a difference?
This isn’t about working differently, but about having the capacity to provide more rounded support
to the schools than PWDAT is able to offer given its size. DCAT is seen as a strong Trust both for the
education it provides its 11 schools as well as the finance and operations support which means that
DCAT Headteachers have more time to focus on their schools and the quality of education for the
children.
How will DCAT support our school from so far away? How can you make improvements if leaders
can’t spend time in schools or staff just spend more time travelling between sites?
Within DCAT, responsibility for leading improvement at each school will rest with the school’s
headteacher and local governors. The central team will support and challenge each school and travel
by central staff to schools will be organised so as to maximise the time they can spend in school. One
of the key, long term lessons of the way in which leaders of all schools have worked together to
respond to Covid 19 is that there are other effective ways of engaging with each other than meeting
face to face. Additionally, DCAT has committed to employ a school improvement leader to work in
their West region who will provide hands on support for the school. Other DCAT staff are happy and
willing to travel to the schools on a regular basis.
Does my child’s school have to join DCAT? Could it join a different Trust?
All the schools involved support this change, having had the opportunity to meet with and talk to
DCAT colleagues. All wish to remain part of the same Trust. Like PWDAT, DCAT is a Church Trust
and the two Trusts share very similar vision and values.

Why are we not considering a more local Trust?
As Church schools we need to be within an academy trust established and supported by the Church.
Other academy trusts were considered but PWDAT chose DCAT because of its good track record but
also because of its critical mass of 11 academies which gives it a capacity for support greater than
other academy trusts. We hope that as DCAT’s work develops with these schools, others – on the
Isle of Wight, in or around Bournemouth, or elsewhere in Portsmouth and Winchester dioceses,
Church or community - will wish to join DCAT too.
What other options are there?
In the current situation we cannot see any alternatives. All three schools are already academies and
any other options would have to be within the academies structure. It is not possible for any of these
schools to return to local authority-maintained status. PWDAT cannot continue. Support for the
schools – including for the development of their ethos and character as Church schools - will improve
through this transfer. We hope that:
• by exploring information about DCAT on its website www.dcat.academy;
• by attending the virtual information meetings; and
• by asking questions on https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DCATquestion
you will be reassured, as the schools are, that this is the best way forward.
Are there disadvantages?
We don’t think so. This is an organisational change which brings greater capacity to support for the
schools. DCAT is a successful and well-respected academy trust with a track record of support for
improvement particularly in coastal communities.
What will all this cost – and how is it paid for?
There will be some consultancy and legal costs to support the Trusts in making this change. Some
of those costs seek to ensure that senior leaders and central staff can continue to support schools
while we go through this process. By working together, we are seeking to reduce the costs.
Importantly, the cost of the transfer to DCAT is paid by DfE grants and not the schools.

